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From 2008 Newbery Medalist Laura Amy Schlitz comes an exhilarating new adventure â€” and a

thoroughly original fairy who is a true force of nature.What would happen to a fairy if she lost her

wings and could no longer fly? Flory, a young night fairy no taller than an acorn and still becoming

accustomed to her wings â€” wings as beautiful as those of a luna moth â€” is about to find out. What

she discovers is that the world is very big and very dangerous. But Flory is fierce and willing to do

whatever it takes to survive. If that means telling others what to do â€” like Skuggle, a squirrel ruled

by his stomach â€” so be it. Not every creature, however, is as willingto bend to Floryâ€™s demands.

Newbery Medal winner Laura Amy Schlitz and world-renowned illustrator and miniaturist Angela

Barrett venture into the realm of the illustrated classic â€” a classic entirely and exquisitely of their

making, and a magnificent adventure.
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Why do children, most notably little girls, like fairies? I think we can understand the princess allure.

Princesses get to wear frilly clothes, sparkles, and absolutely everyone has to obey them. So why

are fairies also popular? Laura Amy Schlitz has a theory. Princesses wear corsets. Fairies don't.



Princesses have responsibilities. Fairies don't. Princesses spend a lot of time inside castles. Fairies

spend a lot of time outdoors. If the romance of the princess is that you get to be above the rough

and tumble everyday realities of life, the romance of the fairy is that you get to be in the thick of it.

Flying, running, dodging, hiding, and getting to be in nature like no other creature. Now Ms. Schlitz

has created a fairy story for her future "wild women of America". On the surface, The Night Fairy

looks like a beautiful object d'art. Wriggle inside its pages, though, and you're reading the story

about the kind of creature who fights monsters one minute, and sews herself the most delicate of

flower blossom dresses the next. Beauty and excitement all in one slim little package."Flory was a

night fairy." Was, I'm afraid. Like others of her kind she was perfectly content to flit about at night.

Unfortunately Flory was born with lovely luminous wings so pretty that one night a bat crunches

them by mistake, and Flory finds herself wingless. Alone and hurt in a strange garden, she becomes

determined to be a day fairy and sets about taking care of herself. She befriends a hungry squirrel

and the two help one another out. She makes herself a home in a birdhouse In the midst of all of

this, however, she still longs to fly again. One day she sees a hummingbird and becomes

determined to tame and ride it.
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